
Art is Not an 

Accident: 

Prehistoric Art

AP Art History



The AP curriculum has focused on 250 

works of art from ALL works of art in history. 

Each one was chosen for a specific reason 

as an EXAMPLE of something.

Keep that in mind as you examine each 

work: What are they trying to show 

you/exemplify/prove with each work of art?

Important to Remember



● Prehistory
○ 95% of human 

existence

○ Pre-writing

○ 3 periods of Stone Age

■ Paleolithic

■ Mesolithic

■ Neolithic

Establishing the Prehistoric Context



● What we know for a fact about this period

○ Nomadic hunter-gatherers

○ First developed in Africa

■ First people = first art

○ Mass migrations out of Africa due to 

the Ice Age by lower sea levels, land 

bridges
● Art was impacted by where people settled 

and their nomadic lifestyles, survival. 

○ Example: Different mediums in 

different areas. 

The Paleolithic Period



Apollo 11 Stones: Why am I showing 

you this at this point in the lecture?



● Red Ochre, first used 

by paleolithic peoples, 

is a pigment still in use 

today. 
○ Natural pigments such as 

charcoal, ochre and white 

were used to make many 

of the earliest works of art. 

Ochre: The Oldest Paint in Use





● Form and content would be shaped by new 

environments. 

● Despite distance, all paleolithic art shares 

striking similarities. 

○ Consider the following commonalities

as we look at the following images:

■ Form-mediums

■ Form-elements/principles

■ Content-What is included commonly 

as the subject?

What did the migrations mean for art?







Comparing the Cave Paintings



● Common subjects/Content:
○ More animals, less human, if human-

women.

■ Running horned woman, venus 

figures = faceless. Why?

● Form: natural materials

● Form: Composition
○ Humans- little detail

○ Animals-more detail, Composite 

view or “twisted perspective”

We Can See WHAT is common, but 

WHY?



● Always deep in the 

interior, never near 

the front.

● Large scale

● Humans as 

secondary to 

animals. 

Commonalities in Cave Paintings





Composite 

View: Showing 

multiple 

perspectives of a 

figure in profile to 

show as much of 

the figure as 

possible.

But why? 

Composite View



● Giving an 

inanimate 

object animal 

appearance or 

animal 

characteristics.

Zoomorphic



● The Camelid sacrum reveals much 

through anthropological hypothesis.
○ Throughout early civilizations, the sacrum 

(bone at the base of the spine) seems to be 

sacred.

○ Why? Location close to reproductive 

organs.

■ Animal shape due to animal importance.
● Demonstration of deliberate human alteration. 

The “Sacred” Sacrum



● to represent a style, rather 

than conform to what is 

natural in appearance. 
○ Basically to deliberately 

exaggerate something so that 

it does NOT look realistic. 

○ shows us that paleolithic art 

was intentional, aesthetic, 

with meaning. 

Stylization



● Paleolithic art was inspired by need to 

survive. 

○ Continuation of species (females)

○ Availability of food sources, 

especially animals.

● Early humans were control freaks, like 

us.

○ Needed to know what was constant, 

cyclical (astronomy, female cycles)

○ Early religious practices may have 

been the function of most paleolithic 

works. 

Thoughts and Theories: Paleolithic Art



● The attribution 

of a spirit to 

inanimate 

objects and 

natural 

phenomena. 

Early Animism



● Shamans had the power to 

connect with the spirit world in 

early human history. 
○ Art could be used as a way to control 

the spirits of animals through rituals. 

■ If you paint them, they will come.

■ If you paint lots, there will be lots. 

■ If you create an object, it could 

hold the spirit of the animal. 

Shamanism



● The running horned woman was found 

in a cave of rock images that span 

10,000 years.

○ Records migration patterns of 

wildlife, climate changes and 

culture before the advent of writing. 

○ She was so well hidden, she may 

have been a priestess or goddess, 

a precursor to the Egyptian 

goddess Isis?

A History Unlike Any Other





● Hidden to protect secrets from 

enemies or competitors. 

● Part of secret ceremonies (like the 

running horned woman)

● Done to document what had 

already happened (historical 

record, importance)

● Done because it was raining and 

people were bored. 

So the Cave Paintings MAY have 

been….



● Paleolithic art is the result of hunter-

gatherer societies, their need to survive 

and adaptation to their environment. 
○ Function is speculative, developed by 

archaeologists and art historians by observing 

form, content and knowing the context. 

○ Example: Sculptures small in scale, portable, no 

faces, female = fertility statues. 

Important to Remember



Ice Age Clip

https://vimeo.com/14978055

